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Abstract. Sediment transport in nature comprises of bedload and suspended load, and precise modelling of
these processes is essential for accurate sediment flux estimation. Traditionally, non-cohesive suspended sedi-
ment has been modelled using the advection–diffusion equation (Garcia, 2008), where the success of the model
is largely dependent on accurate approximation of the sediment diffusion coefficients. The current study explores
the effect of self-stratification on sediment diffusivity using suspended sediment concentration data from direct
numerical simulations (DNS) of flows subjected to different levels of stratification, where the level of strati-
fication is dependent on the particle size (parameterized using particle fall velocityṼ ) and volume-averaged
sediment concentration (parameterized using shear Richardson numberRiτ ). Two distinct configurations were
explored, first the channel flow configuration (similar to flow in a pipe or a duct) and second, a boundary-layer
configuration (similar to open-channel flow). Self-stratification was found to modulate the turbulence intensity
(Cantero et al., 2009b), which in turn was found to reduce vertical sediment diffusivity in portions of the domain
exposed to turbulence damping. The effect of particle size on vertical sediment diffusivity has been studied in
the past by several authors (Rouse, 1937; Coleman, 1970; Nielsen and Teakle, 2004); so in addition to the effect
of particle size, the current study also explores the effect of sediment concentration on vertical sediment diffusiv-
ity. The results from the DNS simulations were compared with experiments (Ismail, 1952; Coleman, 1986) and
field measurements (Coleman, 1970), and were found to agree qualitatively, especially for the case of channel
flows. The aim of the study is to understand the effect of stratification due to suspended sediment on vertical
sediment diffusivity for different flow configurations, in order to gain insight of the underlying physics, which
will eventually help us to improve the existing models for sediment diffusivity.

1 Introduction

Turbulent mixing and accompanying transport is a prevalent
phenomenon in natural and industrial settings. One of the
most important transport phenomena in nature is that of sed-
iment, and it can be broadly divided into bedload transport
and suspended load transport. In most rivers, the suspended
load comprises approximately 80–85 % of the total sediment

load, thus playing an important role in morphodynamics of
the system. In situ measurement of suspended sediment is
still very discontinuous and expensive, so accurate modelling
of transport of suspended sediment is essential for correct
approximation of the net sediment flux in a river. For the
generic case of suspended sediment of constant density and
particle size in unsteady turbulent flow, suspended sediment
can be modelled using the Reynolds-averaged mass balance
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equation and the appropriate boundary conditions (Garcia,
2008):

∂c̄

∂t
+

∂Fi

∂xi

= 0, where Fi = (ui − V δi3) c̄ + u′

ic
′. (1)

Here c̄ is the mean (averaged over turbulence) volumet-
ric concentration of suspended sediment,c′ is instantaneous
fluctuation of sediment concentration,ui is the mean fluid
velocity, u′

i is turbulent fluctuations,Fi is the Reynolds-
averaged suspended sediment flux,V is particle settling ve-
locity in quiescent water andδi3 is the Kronecker delta. With
the assumption of the river/stream flowing at a steady state
and being confined in a wide channel, Eq. (1) reduces to
(Garcia, 2008)

d

dz

(
w′c′ − V c̄

)
= 0. (2)

Under typical conditions prevailing in most streams and
rivers, the suspended sediment can be safely assumed to be
in equilibrium; and combining it with the boundary condi-
tions at free surface, Eq. (2) further reduces tow′c′ − V c̄ =

0. The eddy-diffusivity assumption can be used to model
w′c′; the resulting relationship has been widely used for
modelling transport of suspended sediment (Rouse, 1937;
Vanoni, 1946):

Kz

dc̄

dz
+ V c̄ = 0, (3)

where Kz is the vertical sediment diffusivity due to tur-
bulence mixing. Success of the above model depends on
the correct estimation of the sediment diffusivity coefficient.
Using Prandtl’s analogy, and assuming that the logarith-
mic velocity profile holds for the full depth of the flow,
Rouse (1937) derived a formula forKz

Kz

Hu∗

= κ
z

H

(
1−

z

H

)
. (4)

In the above equation,H is depth of the flow,κ is the von
Karman constant,u∗ is the bed shear velocity andz is the
normal distance from the bed. Even though Prandtl’s anal-
ogy might not perfectly hold under all circumstances, the
above relation (also known as the Rousian formulation for
vertical eddy viscosity) has been used extensively in the field
of suspended sediment transport. One of the first studies to
question the universal applicability of the Rousian formula-
tion was Coleman (1970); he used suspended sediment mea-
surements from lab experiments and field measurements to
calculateKz/Hu∗ for sands with different values ofV/u∗.
Rearranging Eq. (3) and dividing both sides byHu∗ gives us
the formula used for calculatingKz/Hu∗:

Kz

Hu∗

= −

¯̃cṼ

d ¯̃c/dz̃
. (5)
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Figure 1. Vertical sediment diffusivityKz/Hu∗ profiles for sed-
iments with differentṼ = V/u∗. The data has been reproduced
from calculations done by Coleman (1970) on field data of Ander-
son (1942). The generic Rousian profile of kinematic eddy viscosity
has also been plotted. For most cases the Rousian profile underes-
timates sediment diffusivity. There is a trend that vertical sediment
diffusivity increases with increase iñV ; but the trend is not obvious
for some of the cases plotted above (e.g. between 0.585 and 0.696).

In the above equatioñV is V/u∗, z̃ is z/H and ¯̃c is the
mean volumetric suspended sediment concentration normal-
ized by volume-averaged concentrationc(υ). In his study
Coleman (1970) used field data of Anderson (1942) to cal-
culate Kz/Hu∗, and the same data has been reproduced
here (Fig. 1) along with the Rousian profile calculated us-
ing Eq. (4). It can be observed in Fig. 1 thatKz/Hu∗ is
parabolic only in the lower portion of the domain; also for
most cases the Rousian profile underestimates vertical sed-
iment diffusivity. Van Rijn (1984) put forward the idea that
the ratio of sediment diffusivity and kinematic eddy diffu-
sivity is always greater than 1 and suggested the use of an
empirical coefficient to adjust kinematic eddy diffusivity to
match the vertical sediment diffusivity. However, Bennett et
al. (1998) attributed the disparity to the use of suspended sed-
iment concentration profiles to calculate sediment diffusivity,
and instead recommended the use of direct turbulence mea-
surements. In general, the common consensus has been that
the Rousian profile is not an appropriate surrogate for vertical
sediment diffusivity.

The Rousian profile, though a very good first approxima-
tion, does not capture all the ingrained physics present in the
interaction of suspended sediment and the ambient fluid. One
of the first one to point out the breakdown of Prandtl’s anal-
ogy for real sediments was Rouse (1938) through his clas-
sic jar experiments. Among the different contributing mecha-
nisms that influence the break down of Prandtl’s analogy, one
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of the most prominent one is the inertial effect of relatively
large sediment particles (Nielsen, 1992). Further, Nielsen and
Teakle (2004) used the finite-mixing-length theory to justify
their interpretation of Coleman’s (1970) data, in which they
point out that vertical sediment diffusivity increases with in-
crease inV/u∗ (dubbed as the Rouse number, though ex-
act definition of the Rouse number isV/κu∗). In Fig. 1
data from Coleman (1970) has been reproduced; an obvious
trend emerges whereKz/Hu∗ for cases with higherV/u∗ is
higher than those with lowerV/u∗. But the aforementioned
trend is not universal, and there are cases where the sedi-
ment with relatively lowerV/u∗ has higher or almost equal
sediment diffusivity when compared with sediment with rel-
atively higherV/u∗ (e.g. compare the cases withV/u∗ of
0.585 and 0.696). This may be an artefact of an unrecog-
nized competing mechanism that tends to reduce the vertical
sediment diffusivity with increase inV/u∗.

The hypothesis is that the aforementioned anomaly can
be explained if the effect of self-stratification due to sus-
pended sediment on sediment diffusivity is accounted. The
settling sediment particles form a continuous concentra-
tion profile, with higher concentration near the bottom
and lower at the top. This concentration gradient causes
stratification in the fluid, and as the suspended sediment
particles themselves cause stratification, the phenomenon
is also referred to as self-stratification. This concentra-
tion gradient is known to modulate turbulence and affect
bulk properties of the flow (Cantero et al., 2009b, 2012;
Shringarpure et al., 2012). Wright and Parker (2004) showed
the importance of sediment-induced stratification in large
low-gradient streams/rivers. Smith and McLean (1977) and
McLean (1992), among others, proposed the use of simple
algebraic closures based on the gradient Richardson number
(Rig) to take into account the effect of self-stratification on
the Rousian profile. Through laboratory experiments, Cellino
and Graf (1999) reported the suppression of turbulence due
to presence of suspended sediment. In their experiments, they
found the estimated momentum and sediment diffusivity to
be smaller than the theoretically predicated value (the Rou-
sian profile). Cellino and Graf (2000) also studied the effect
of bed-forms on vertical sediment and momentum diffusivity,
and found that presence of bed-forms increases the ratio of
vertical sediment and momentum diffusivity from less than
1.0 to greater than 1.0 (Graf and Cellino, 2002).

The aim of the present study is to explore the effect of self-
stratification on vertical sediment diffusivity under two dif-
ferent configurations: first for channel flows, which is an ana-
logue for flow in a pipe or a duct; and second for a boundary-
layer configuration, which is similar to an open-channel flow.
For the first portion of the study, we have used steady-state
sediment concentration profiles from direct numerical sim-
ulations (DNS) of sediment-laden flows. For the DNS, sed-
iment has been modelled using an Eulerian approach with
the assumption that the sediment particles do not have any
inertia. Though this is not true for larger sediment in na-

ture, it is a good assumption for fine sediment. It was also
done this way to explore the effect of self-stratification with-
out other mechanisms (like inertial effects; see for example
Cantero et al., 2008) coming into play. DNS was done for a
constant shear Reynolds number (Reτ ) but for different lev-
els of self-stratification, which depend on the sediment par-
ticle settling velocity (parameterized using̃V = V/u∗) and
volume-averaged suspended sediment concentration (param-
eterized using shear Richardson numberRiτ ). Traditionally,
sediment diffusivity under different circumstances has pri-
marily been studied for the open-channel-like configuration;
so the present study also explores it in the channel flow set-
ting. Apart from using data from DNS, data from experi-
ments by Ismail (1952) and Coleman (1986) have been used
to study the effect of stratification on sediment diffusivity.
The aim of the current study is to extend our understanding
of the effects of self-stratification on sediment diffusivity in
channel and open-channel-like flows.

2 Mathematical formulation

DNS were conducted for a horizontal channel, where the
flow is driven by a constant pressure gradient. The constant
pressure gradient here is a surrogate for a constant slope in
a stream/river that drives the flow, especially for the open-
channel-like configuration. Suspended sediment particles are
assumed to be of constant size, negligible inertia, and hav-
ing a constant settling velocitỹV . Eulerian representation has
been used to represent the suspended sediment particles, and
this has been found to be valid for sediment particles that
are small enough (Ferry and Balachandar, 2001). The flow is
assumed to be dilute enough that the Boussinesq approxima-
tion holds. The set of dimensionless equations used to model
the flow is

∂ũi

∂t̃
+ũj

∂ũi

∂x̃j

=G̃δi1 −
∂p̂

∂x̃i

+
1

Reτ

∂2ũi

∂x̃j∂x̃j

−Riτ c̃δi3, (6a)

∂ũi

∂x̃i

= 0, (6b)

∂c̃

∂t̃
+

(
ũj − Ṽ δi3

) ∂c̃

∂x̃j

=
1

Sc Reτ

∂2c̃

∂x̃j∂x̃j

. (6c)

In the above equations,ũi is the velocity of the fluid phase,
c̃ is the volumetric concentration of the suspended sediment
particles.G̃ is the constant streamwise mean pressure gradi-
ent driving the flow and has a magnitude equal to 1 andp̂ is
the pressure field, which is the combination of the dynamic
pressure (̃p) and the hydrostatic component due to the sus-
pended sediment. The mathematical formulation used in the
present study is exactly the same as the one used by Cantero
et al. (2009b) in their study of turbulence modulation due
to self-stratification, and additional details about the model
can be found in Cantero et al. (2009b). Sediment has been
modelled under the Eulerian framework using the advection–
diffusion equation (see Eq. 6c). The diffusion term in Eq. (6c)
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might look out of place, but it serves multiple purposes. Even
though the sediment particles are assumed to be big enough
that their Brownian motion can be ignored, it is well estab-
lished that relatively large particles can also diffuse due to
long-range hydrodynamic interactions (Mucha and Brenner,
2003) and the diffusive term takes into account the aforemen-
tioned mechanism. The diffusion term also provides a way to
resuspend sediment from the bed (Garcia and Parker, 1993),
while providing numerical stability (Cantero et al., 2009a) to
the simulation.

In the above set of equations, all the variables are di-
mensionless. Velocity has been made dimensionless using
average shear velocity (u∗); the parameter used for scaling
length is the channel half-heighth (where 2h is the height
of the channel) and the parameter used for scaling pressure
is ρf u2

∗, whereρf is ambient fluid density. Equation (6)
has four dimensionless numbers, which together define var-
ious properties of the flow; shear Reynolds number (Reτ ),
shear Richardson number (Riτ ), Schmidt number (Sc) and
the non-dimensional particle fall velocity (Ṽ ). These non-
dimensional numbers are defined as

Reτ =
u∗h
ν

Riτ =
gRc(υ)h

u2
∗

,

Sc =
ν
Ks

Ṽ =
V
u∗

,
(7)

whereν is the kinematic viscosity,g is acceleration due to
gravity,Ks is diffusivity of the sediment particles (this diffu-
sion of sediments arise from their long-range hydrodynamic
interaction; see for example Segre et al., 2001),c(υ) is the
volume-averaged concentration,R = ρs/ρf − 1 andρs is the
density of the sediment particles. In the current study all the
DNSs were done forReτ = 180. The shear Reynolds num-
ber of the flow was kept constant, as the aim of the study
was to understand the effect of self-stratification when the
flow remains the same. The shear Richardson number (Riτ ) is
used to parameterize the initial volume-averaged suspended
sediment concentration (c(υ)), and Riτ has been found to
play an important role in influencing the final degree of self-
stratification (Dutta, 2012).̃V has also been found to influ-
ence the degree of self-stratification by defining the sediment
concentration profile among different cases having constant
Riτ (initial sediment concentration) andReτ (Cantero et al.,
2009b). Dutta (2012) showed that bothṼ andRiτ have an ef-
fect on the final degree of self-stratification, so in the current
study bothṼ andRiτ have been varied to impose different
levels of self-stratification. Based on observations made in
previous studies (Cantero et al., 2009b), in the present study
the Schmidt number (Sc) has been kept equal to 1.

The above-stated governing equations were solved using
a dealiased pseudo-spectral code. The setup is exactly the
same as the one used by Cantero et al. (2009b), so further
details of the exact numerical methods adopted can be found
there. Dimensions of the rectangular domain used for the nu-
merical simulations werẽLx = 4π,L̃y = 4π/3 andL̃z = 2,
and the domain was discretized using a computational grid

having Nx = 96, Ny = 96 andNz = 97 nodes in thex, y

andz (wall-normal) directions respectively. The grid size is
uniform in the longitudinal and transverse directions, and in
terms of wall units (̃z+) they are 23.562 and 7.854 respec-
tively. For the wall-normal direction a Chebyshev expansion
with Gauss–Lobatto quadrature points has been used. This
allows for a very high resolution near the boundaries and rel-
atively lower resolution at the centre of the domain. In terms
of wall units, the distance between two nodes is 0.0964 for
the nodes near the wall and 5.889 at the centre of the do-
main. Cantero et al. (2009b) had found the aforementioned
computation-grid resolution sufficient for capturing all the
relevant flow statistics. Periodic boundary conditions were
used in the longitudinal and transverse directions. The top
and bottom walls of the domain were assumed to be smooth;
and depending on the configuration simulated, a no-slip or
slip boundary condition was imposed on the fluid phase at
the top wall. At the bottom wall a no-slip condition was em-
ployed for all simulations. Sediment particles were assumed
to be fine enough to have zero net deposition; thus a boundary
condition was imposed, which instantly re-entrains all set-
tled sediment particles. For the channel flow configuration,
the imposed boundary conditions are mathematically repre-
sented as

ũi = 0 at z̃ = −1 and z̃ = 1, (8a)

c̃Ṽ +
1

ReτSc

∂c̃

∂z̃
= 0 at z̃ = −1 and z̃ = 1. (8b)

For the open-channel-like configuration (boundary-layer
configuration), the imposed boundary conditions are

ũi = 0 at z̃ = −1 and
∂ũ

∂z̃
=

∂ṽ

∂z̃
= w̃ = 0 at z̃ = 1, (9a)

c̃Ṽ +
1

ReτSc

∂c̃

∂z̃
= 0 at z̃ = −1 and z̃ = 1. (9b)

The boundary condition imposed for suspended sediment al-
lows the net amount of sediment in suspension to remain con-
stant throughout the simulation. When integrated over time,
the aforementioned condition allows the flow to reach a sta-
tistically steady state (Cantero et al., 2009b).

3 Results

Sixteen DNS simulations were run for the present study.
They were all run for the same shear Reynolds number
of 180, but different particle fall velocities (Ṽ ) and shear
Richardson number (Riτ ). All the simulated cases have been
listed in Table 1. The simulations can be broadly divided into
two parts: twelve that were done with the channel flow con-
figurations and four done with the boundary-layer configura-
tion. The sediment concentration profiles obtained from the
simulations were used in conjunction with Eq. (5) to obtain
sediment diffusivity profiles (Kz). In order to quantify the
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Table 1. The table lists all the cases of direct numerical simulations
used in the current study. All the simulations have the sameReτ .
Cases 1–12 correspond to the simulations for channel configura-
tion and 13–16 correspond to the simulations for open-channel-like
configuration. Case 1 corresponds to the case with no sediment in
suspension, and was simulated to compare with the self-stratified
cases.

Case Reτ Ṽ = V/u∗ Riτ Configuration

1 180 0 0 channel
2 180 0.005 18 channel
3 180 0.01 18 channel
4 180 0.015 18 channel
5 180 0.02 18 channel
6 180 0.025 18 channel
7 180 0.03 18 channel
8 180 0.025 1 channel
9 180 0.025 10 channel
10 180 0.025 15 channel
11 180 0.025 20 channel
12 180 0.025 22 channel
13 180 0.025 1 B. layer
14 180 0.025 10 B. layer
15 180 0.025 15 B. layer
16 180 0.025 18 B. layer

sediment diffusivity profiles, three different parameters were
defined and calculated for each of the sediment diffusivity
profiles. The parameters (also referred to asshape factors)
are mean sediment diffusivityKzµ, variance within the sed-
iment diffusivity profileKzσ and skewness of the sediment
diffusivity profile Kzγ . Three parameters were used in order
to take care of ambiguity that may arise due to two different
profiles having almost the same mean or/and variance. The
three parameters have been defined below.

Kzµ =

H∫
0

Kz (z)

H
dz (10a)

Kzσ =

 H∫
0

(
Kz − Kzµ

)2
H

dz

1/2

(10b)

Kzγ =

H∫
0

(Kz−Kzµ)
3

H
dz(

H∫
0

(Kz−Kzµ)
2

H
dz

)3/2
(10c)

In the equations defined above,H corresponds to the total
depth of the flow.

3.1 Channel flow configuration

Among the twelve simulations done for the channel flow con-
figuration, the first one was done without any suspended sed-

Table 2. The table lists all the cases of direct numerical simulations
used in the current study along with̃V Riτ for each of the cases.
Ṽ Riτ is a parameter which represents the level of self-stratification;
and a higher value of̃V Riτ corresponds to a higher level self-
stratification ifReτ remains constant. Cases 1–12 correspond to the
simulations for channel configuration and 13–16 correspond to the
simulations for open-channel-like configuration. The corresponding
sediment diffusivity profiles were quantified using Eq. (10), and the
calculated parametersKzµ, Kzσ , Kzγ have also been listed in the
table.Kzµ parameterizes the mean sediment diffusivity,Kzσ pa-
rameterizes the variance in the sediment diffusivity profile andKzγ

parameterizes the skewness of the sediment diffusivity profile.

Case Ṽ Riτ Kzµ Kzσ Kzγ

2 0.090 0.0607 0.0231 −0.9897
3 0.180 0.0485 0.0212 −0.3191
4 0.270 0.0412 0.0231 0.3853
5 0.360 0.0426 0.0310 0.6639
6 0.450 0.0602 0.0516 0.3016
7 0.540 0.0610 0.0523 0.2976
8 0.025 0.0724 0.0272 −1.3216
9 0.250 0.0452 0.0272 0.5594
10 0.375 0.0618 0.0525 0.2931
11 0.500 0.0592 0.0511 0.31162
12 0.550 0.0582 0.0507 0.3255
13 0.025 0.1927 0.0882 −0.7991
14 0.25 0.1430 0.0716 −0.5649
15 0.375 0.1278 0.0676 −0.4417
16 0.450 0.1204 0.0653 −0.3882

iment. A set of simulations (set1) was done for constant shear
Richardson number but increasingṼ . This set is equivalent
to the situation where the initial volume-averaged suspended
sediment concentration is constant but the sediment particle
size increases. The other set of simulations (set2) done for
the same configuration is with a constantṼ equal to 0.025
but increasing shear Richardson number. This set is equiv-
alent to the situation where the particle size of sediment is
constant but the initial volume-averaged suspended sediment
concentration increases. For bothset1 andset2increase in
Ṽ or Riτ while keeping the other parameters constant results
in an increase in the degree of stratification. Dutta (2012)
showed that increase in eitherṼ or Riτ increases the degree
of self-stratification caused by suspended sediment and the
extent to which a flow will stratify depends on the parameter
Ṽ Riτ . Cantero et al. (2012) made similar observations for
turbidity currents.

In Figs. 2 and 3 the mean streamwise velocity, steady-state
sediment concentration profile and normalized wall-normal
turbulence intensity forset1 andset2 have been plotted. For
both sets, the increase in degree of self-stratification leads to
increase in bulk streamwise velocity of the flow. The flow
also becomes asymmetric, with the velocity maximum get-
ting skewed towards the channel bottom. One of the effects
of the self-stratification is reduction of the bottom drag. The
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Figure 2. Results from the DNSs in a channel flow setting, for increasingṼ andRiτ = 18. The mean streamwise velocity and asymmetry of
the flow increase with increase iñV . Increase inṼ increases the degree of self-stratification of the flow; this leads to increase in the sediment
concentration gradient and higher amount of turbulence damping near the channel bottom. In the channel, normalized turbulence intensity
(Wrms/Ub) is modulated, with a decrease in the lower half of the channel and slight increase in the upper half of the channel.

Figure 3. Results from the DNSs in a channel flow setting, for increasingRiτ andṼ = 0.025. The mean streamwise velocity and asymmetry
of the flow increase with increase inRiτ . Increase inRiτ increases the degree of self-stratification of the flow; this leads to increase in the
sediment concentration gradient and higher amount of turbulence damping near the channel bottom. In the channel, normalized turbulence
intensity (Wrms/Ub) is modulated, with a decrease in the lower half of the channel and slight increase in the upper half of the channel.

decrease in drag results in an increase in the flow discharge
in the channel, as the force driving the flow remains the same
(the constant unit pressure gradientG̃). Even though the bulk
streamwise velocity increases, turbulence intensity (Wrms) in
the channel decreases, especially near the channel bottom.
The reduction in bottom drag is connected to the reduction of
turbulence activity near the bottom of the channel. Reduced
turbulence activity in turn reduces the Reynolds stress, thus
eventually reducing the total drag at the bottom. Flow in the
channel at different levels of self-stratification can be clearly
divided into two regimes: first regime (for̃V Riτ ≤ 0.36)
in which the turbulence near the bottom of the channel is

damped but the flow in general is still turbulent. Second
regime (forṼ Riτ ≥ 0.45) in which turbulence near the bot-
tom of the channel is almost completely suppressed, but tur-
bulence intensity in the upper half of the channel is slightly
more than the case with no suspended sediment. Turbulent
activity near the top wall is maintained due to lack of stratifi-
cation in that region. The small increase in turbulent activity
is due to the aforementioned increase in flow discharge. The
steady-state sediment concentration profiles in Figs. 2 and 3
were used with Eq. (5) to calculate vertical sediment diffu-
sivity profiles (Fig. 4) for all the cases inset1andset2. Sed-
iment diffusivity profiles reflect the observable trends of the
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turbulence intensity profiles in Figs. 2 and 3. The aforemen-
tioned similarity is along the expected lines because the ex-
act definition of vertical sediment diffusivity is nothing but a
surrogate used to model the vertical sediment flux due to tur-
bulence (w′c′). So wherever turbulence is damped,Kz/Hu∗

decreases and wherever turbulence increasesKz/Hu∗ also
increases. The effect of self-stratification on sediment diffu-
sivity is similar to the effect it has on turbulent intensity. The
calculated sediment diffusivity profiles (Fig. 4) were quan-
tified using Eq. (10a–c), and the parametersKzµ, Kzσ and
Kzγ have been listed in Table 2. The mean sediment diffu-
sivity shows a counterintuitive trend, initially mean diffusiv-
ity (Kzµ) decreases with increase in stratification (Ṽ Riτ ) but
then it suddenly increases and then starts to decrease again
(see Fig. 5). The sudden increase is associated with increase
of sediment diffusivity in the upper part of the domain. The
presence of a top wall which continues to pump turbulent
energy into the system, even after the flow at the bottom
has relaminarized, is responsible for the variation in the ex-
pected trend of decrease of mean sediment diffusivity with
increase in stratification, which can be observed in Fig. 5 for
the case of open-channel flow.Kzµ for the open-channel flow
cases was obtained from DNS simulations that are discussed
in the next section. The above-mentioned trend is also re-
flected in the parameter describing the variation of sediment
diffusivity within each profile (Kzσ ). The trends reflected
by all the parameters clearly show the presence of two dis-
tinct regimes in the flow. Additionally, the normalized sedi-
ment concentration profiles of the simulated cases were plot-
ted with the corresponding analytically obtained suspended
sediment concentration profiles. The sediment concentration
profiles were normalized using a reference concentration at
a height ofb = 0.05H , whereH is the total depth of the
channel. For the boundary-layer (open-channel-like) config-
uration, which will be discussed in the next section, the an-
alytical sediment concentration is given by the well-known
Rouse–Vanoni–Ippen suspended sediment distribution (Gar-
cia, 2008):

c̄

c̄b

=

[
(H − z)/z

(H − b)/b

]V/u∗κ

, (11)

wherec̄b is the reference sediment concentration that is the
sediment concentration at a heightb, andb as defined above.
H is the total depth of the flow and rest of the parameters are
as previously defined. For the channel flow configuration, a
similar relationship was not available. Thus a relationship for
suspended sediment concentration in a channel was derived
using Eq. (5), an approximate relationship for eddy viscosity
in a pressure-driven-channel flow, and the appropriate bound-
ary conditions (Schlichting and Gersten, 2000). The derived

relationship for sediment concentration is

c̄

c̄b

= exp

[
−

V

u∗κ

{
ln

(
z/(z − 2H)

b/(b − 2H)

)
+

√
8 (12)(

tan−1

(√
2(z − H)

H

)
− tan−1

(√
2(b − H)

H

))}]
.

In the above relationshipH is the channel half depth and the
rest of the parameters are as earlier. Equation (12) was used
along with the sediment concentration profiles from the DNS
simulations to plot Fig. 6. The normalized sediment concen-
tration profile predicated by Eq. (12) was found to match very
well with the DNS-predicted normalized sediment concen-
tration profiles for the cases having relatively small stratifica-
tion (Ṽ Riτ < 0.1). The performance of Eq. (12) deteriorated
with increase inṼ Riτ , so it clearly shows that the relation-
ship is not able to accommodate the effect self-stratification
might have on the suspended sediment concentration pro-
files, especially the one induced by increase in the concen-
tration of suspended sediment.

3.2 Boundary-layer configuration

Four numerical simulations were done for the boundary-
layer configuration. The boundary-layer configuration is sim-
ilar to the open-channel configuration but not exactly the
same. Like the open-channel configuration, a slip boundary
condition is imposed at the top wall for the fluid phase. In
Fig. 7, bulk streamwise velocity, steady-state sediment con-
centration profile and normalized turbulence intensity have
been plotted. The four simulations for the open-channel-like
configuration have the same particle fall velocity (Ṽ ) but
increasing shear Richardson number. Similar to the chan-
nel flow configuration, bulk streamwise velocity was found
to increase with increase in shear Richardson number. Tur-
bulence intensity was found to decrease with increase in
shear Richardson number, and unlike the channel flow con-
figuration where turbulence intensity decreases in the lower
half of the channel and increases in the upper half; turbu-
lence intensity was found to decrease throughout the chan-
nel. Though, the extent of damping in the upper half was
found to be slightly more than the extent of damping in
the lower half of the boundary layer. The steady-state sed-
iment concentration profiles in Fig. 7 were used to calcu-
late vertical sediment diffusivity profiles (Fig. 8) for the
four cases simulated. Reflecting the trend shown by turbu-
lence intensity, vertical sediment diffusivity was found to de-
crease with increase in level of self-stratification. The sedi-
ment diffusivity profiles were quantified using Eq. (10) and
the parametersKzµ, Kzσ and Kzγ have been listed in Ta-
ble 2. Unlike the channel flow cases where the trend was
counterintuitive, the mean sediment diffusivity (Kzµ) and
variation (Kzσ ) decreases with increase in stratification (see
Fig. 5). Additionally, the normalized sediment concentra-
tion profiles of the simulated cases were plotted (see Fig. 8)
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Figure 4. The trend for vertical sediment diffusivity mirrors the trend found for turbulence intensity. An increase in degree of self-
stratification is found to decrease sediment diffusivity in the lower half of the channel and increase sediment diffusivity in the upper half of
the channel. This is not completely unexpected because mixing of suspended sediment is primarily dependent on turbulence in the flow.
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Figure 5. Mean sediment diffusivity (Kzµ) calculated from all the
DNS simulations has been plotted against the corresponding level
of stratification (̃V Riτ ). Kzµ for the boundary-layer cases (open-
channel-like configuration) has been plotted on the secondaryy

axis.Kzµ for the open-channel cases decrease monotonically with
increase in stratification (̃V Riτ ). The aforementioned trend is not
reflected in the channel flow configuration.Kzµ for the channel
flow configuration has been plotted on the primaryy axis, and show
a counterintuitive trend of first decreasing, then increasing and then
again decreasing with increase inṼ Riτ .

with the corresponding analytically obtained suspended sed-
iment concentration profile using the Rouse–Vanoni–Ippen
relationship (Eq. 11). The normalized sediment concentra-
tion profile predicted by the Rouse–Vanoni–Ippen relation-

ship was found to match well with the DNS simulations for
relatively lower stratification, and the difference increased
appreciably with increase in stratification. In the next section
the larger implication of the results presented in the previous
sections will be discussed. Additionally, the trends observed
in the DNS results will be compared with data from lab ex-
periments and field measurements.

4 Discussion

In the preceding sections we saw how self-stratification due
to suspended sediments can reduce sediment diffusivity in
a flow. All the discussed results were on the basis of high-
resolution numerical simulations, which were set up to ex-
clusively capture the effect of self-stratification on sediment
diffusivity. In order to vet our hypothesis further, we have
compared our results with experimental observations of Is-
mail (1952) and Coleman (1986).

Ismail (1952) conducted a series of experiments in a
closed rectangular channel. The aim of the experiments was
to understand the transfer mechanism of turbulence and its
interaction with suspended sediment. The rectangular closed-
channel setup is similar to the DNS simulations for the chan-
nel flow configuration. Cases 74, 75, 76 and 78 from Is-
mail (1952) have been used in the current study. All the
cases for which suspended sediment concentration profiles
were available in Ismail (1952) had dunes at the bottom of
the channel, whereas in the DNS simulations the walls were
smooth. The presence of the dunes plays an important role, as
they can enhance turbulence near the bottom of the channel
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Figure 6. Normalized sediment concentration profiles from DNS simulations of the channel flow have been plotted with the sediment profile
obtained using Eq. (12). The results from the DNS simulations matched very well with the derived relationship (Eq. 12) for relatively lower
stratification (̃V Riτ < 0.1).

Figure 7. Results from the DNS simulations in a boundary-layer (open-channel-like) setting, for increasingRiτ and Ṽ = 0.025. Mean
streamwise velocity of the flow increases with increase inRiτ . An increase inRiτ increases the degree of self-stratification of the flow; this
leads to an increase in the sediment concentration gradient and higher amount of turbulence damping through out the domain. Normalized
turbulence intensity (Wrms/Ub) is damped throughout the boundary layer but the level of suppression is slightly higher in the upper half.

(Ismail, 1952; Cellino and Graf, 2000). But as the compar-
ison between the numerical and the experimental results is
strictly qualitative, the effect of the dunes has been neglected.
Mean streamwise velocity profiles for cases with (case 117)
and without sediment (case 5) have also been reproduced
from Ismail (1952), in order to compare the effect suspended
sediment has on mean streamwise velocity. Figure 9a reflects
the trend shown for streamwise velocity in the DNS results.
Compared with the case without sediment, we clearly see in
the case with sediment that streamwise velocity in the upper

half of the channel increases whereas in the lower half de-
creases. Suspended sediment concentration profiles for cases
74–76 and 78 were used to calculate the sediment diffusivity
profiles (Fig. 9b). All the cases used in the present study have
been listed in Table 3; along with their corresponding shear
Reynolds number,Riτ , Ṽ andṼ Riτ . Amongst the cases plot-
ted in Fig. 9, case 74 has the highest level of self-stratification
(Ṽ Riτ ) and case 78 the lowest. And moving from case 78 to
74, vertical sediment diffusivity decreases in the lower half
of the channel and increases in upper half of the channel.
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Figure 8. In (a), the trend for vertical sediment diffusivity mirrors the trend found for turbulence intensity. An increase in the degree of
self-stratification is found to decrease sediment diffusivity in the boundary layer. The extent to which sediment diffusivity decreases in the
upper half of the boundary layer is slightly higher than the lower half of the boundary layer. This is not completely unexpected because
mixing of suspended sediment is primarily dependent on turbulence in the flow. In(b), normalized sediment concentration profiles from
DNS simulations have been plotted along with the sediment profile obtained using the Rouse–Vanoni–Ippen relationship.

Figure 9. Streamwise velocity for cases 5 and 117 have been reproduced from Ismail (1952). Case 5 has no sediment in suspension and case
117 has suspended sediment. Vertical sediment diffusivity for cases 74–76, and 78 was calculated from sediment concentration profiles from
experiments performed by Ismail (1952). With an increase inṼ Riτ , vertical sediment diffusivity in the channel slightly increases in the top
half of the channel and decreases in the lower half of the channel; this completely agrees with the DNS results.

The trend shown by sediment diffusivity calculated from the
experimental data of Ismail (1952) concur with the trend ob-
served in the DNS results (Fig. 4). The parametersKzµ, Kzσ

andKzγ were calculated using the sediment diffusivity pro-
files in Fig. 9 and Eq. (10) and have been listed in Table 4.
The mean sediment diffusivity (Kzµ) showed a trend similar
to the one observed for the DNS results.

For comparing the boundary-layer (open-channel-like)
case, suspended sediment concentration profiles published
by Coleman (1986) were used. Coleman studied the effect
of suspended sediment on the velocity distribution of an
open-channel flow. The effect of suspended sediment on the
streamwise velocity is similar to the effect observed in our
DNS results (refer to Fig. 1 in Coleman, 1986). Coleman
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Table 3. List of all the experiments of Ismail (1952) used in the
present study.

Case Reτ Ṽ = V/u∗ Riτ Ṽ Riτ

74 1409 0.25 3.629 0.90723
75 1546 0.197 4.426 0.87192
76 1978 0.176 3.192 0.56179
78 2698 0.133 1.729 0.22996
5 1768 0 0 0

117 2188 0.359 2.926 1.05043

Table 4. List of the parametersKzµ, Kzσ , andKzγ , calculated from
the sediment diffusivity profiles of the cases listed in Table 3.

Case Ṽ Riτ Kzµ Kzσ Kzγ

74 0.90723 0.0907 0.0276 −0.0819
75 0.87192 0.0893 0.0302 0.4050
76 0.56179 0.0896 0.0257 0.6515
78 0.22996 0.0898 0.0142 −0.9668

found the presence of suspended sediment slightly decreased
the streamwise velocity near the bottom of the channel and
slightly increased it in the upper half of the channel. An
increase in streamwise velocity in the upper portion of the
boundary layer is also consistent with observations by Baren-
blatt and Golitsyn (1974) for “mature dust storms”. For
the present study, we only used the suspended sediment
concentration profiles for sediment with a diameter (D) of
0.210 mm. Coleman, in his experiments, used sediment of
three different mean diameters, but the hydraulic condition
(constant slope and discharge) was kept constant. For each
sediment size, sediment was added to the flow till the amount
of sediment suspended in the flow reached its maximum (also
called the capacity condition). So, for a particular sediment
size and flow condition, there are suspended sediment pro-
files for different net sediment concentrations. The sediment
concentration profiles were used to calculate vertical sedi-
ment diffusivity profiles (Fig. 10). The cases used for the
present study have been listed in Table 5, along with the cor-
respondingṼ , Riτ and Ṽ Riτ . Ṽ Riτ increases from case 1
to case 5. In Fig. 10 vertical sediment diffusivity decreases
with increase inṼ Riτ , especially if the difference between
case 1 and case 5 is observed; though it is noticeable that
the trend of decreasing sediment diffusivity with increase
in Ṽ Riτ is not monotonic. This may be attributed to two
or more competing mechanisms trying to influence the sed-
iment diffusivity in opposite directions. For example, it is
known that depending on the size of the sediment particles
in suspension, suspended sediment can increase turbulent ki-
netic energy (Niño and Garcia, 1998) of the flow, which can
then lead to higher sediment diffusivity; whereas increase
in self-stratification tends to lower sediment diffusivity. An-
other factor that might be contributing to this slight incon-
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Figure 10. Vertical sediment diffusivity was calculated using sed-
iment concentration profiles from experiments performed by Cole-
man (1986). With an increase iñV Riτ (cases 1–5), the vertical sed-
iment diffusivity in the open-channel flow decreases.

sistency of the trend in the present case is irregularity of the
Ṽ values for different cases (refer to Table 5). Even though
theoretically all the cases should have the sameṼ , the ex-
perimental observations actually have some inconsistencies
(we checked a copy of the actual data set of N. L. Coleman).
As change inṼ has an influence on the mixing length of the
fluid (Nielsen and Teakle, 2004), these small inconsistencies
in Ṽ might be obfuscating the expected trend of decrease of
sediment diffusivity with an increase iñV Riτ . Apart from
the above-mentioned issue with the size of sediment in sus-
pension, there are inherent uncertainties in estimation of sed-
iment diffusivity, which stem from calculation of shear ve-
locity u∗ and correct measurement of the sediment concen-
tration. The calculated values ofu∗ in each of the experi-
ments fall within 2.5 % of each other, but this variation was
not found to cause any substantial change to the calculated
values of sediment diffusivity. The parametersKzµ, Kzσ and
Kzγ were also calculated (Table 6); as expected,Kzµ was
found to decrease with an increase in stratification. Whereas
there was no appreciable change inKzσ andKzγ .

A significant point to come out of the preceding discus-
sions is that along with the particle settling velocity (Ṽ ),
suspended sediment concentration (Riτ ) is an important pa-
rameter that influences the degree of self-stratification in a
sediment suspension. Along with different mechanisms that
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Table 5. List of all the experiments of Coleman (1986) used in our
study.

Reτ = 3700 D = 0.210 mm

Riτ Ṽ = V/u∗ Ṽ Riτ

1 0.2005 0.606 0.1215
2 0.4583 0.606 0.2778
3 0.6631 0.606 0.4018
4 1.6615 0.598 0.9936
5 2.0140 0.605 1.2185

Table 6. List of the parametersKzµ, Kzσ , andKzγ , calculated from
the sediment diffusivity profiles of the cases listed in Table 5.

Reτ = 3700 D = 0.210 mm

Kzµ Kzσ Kzγ

1 0.2009 0.5404 1.2555
2 0.1862 0.5404 1.2561
3 0.1748 0.5435 1.2565
4 0.1603 0.5403 1.2569
5 0.1560 0.5467 1.2571

increase sediment diffusivity with the increase inṼ (van
Rijn, 1984; Nielsen and Teakle, 2004) of the suspended sed-
iment, the increase in stratification due to suspended sedi-
ment decreases sediment diffusivity. And this effect of self-
stratification on sediment diffusivity can explain the anomaly
in the expected trend of increasing sediment diffusivity with
an increase of̃V in Fig. 1.

5 Conclusions

In the present study sediment concentration profiles from di-
rect numerical simulations of sediment-laden flow through
a channel were used, to calculate sediment diffusivity pro-
files for the channel flow and boundary-layer configuration.
The DNS simulations facilitated the evaluation of the ef-
fect sediment-induced self-stratification has on sediment dif-
fusivity, without any other competing mechanism playing
a role. For the channel flow configuration, an increase in
stratification was found to decrease sediment diffusivity in
the lower half of the channel and slightly increase sedi-
ment diffusivity in the upper half of the channel. For the
boundary-layer (open-channel-like) configuration, through-
out the channel, sediment diffusivity was found to decrease
with the increase in stratification. Though the extent of sup-
pression of sediment diffusivity in the lower half of the
boundary layer is appreciably lower than rest of the boundary
layer; along the expected lines, the sediment diffusivity pro-
files reflected the computed turbulence intensity profiles. Ob-
servations from the DNS results were vetted against experi-
mental results from Ismail (1952) and Coleman (1986). Sed-

iment diffusivity profiles calculated using concentration pro-
files from Ismail’s closed-channel experiments were found
to be consistent with the DNS results. Sediment diffusivity
profiles calculated using sediment concentration data from
Coleman’s (1986) experiments were more or less consistent
with the DNS results, but the trend of decrease of sediment
diffusivity with increase in stratification was erratic. For the
present study only one set of Coleman’s (1986) experiments
was used; it would be interesting to repeat the calculations
using data from the rest of Coleman’s (1986) experiments
and other similar experiments (Cellino, 1998). Through the
current study, sediment-induced stratification has been put
forth as a plausible explanation for the inconsistencies seen
in the expected trends of sediment diffusivity profiles in
Fig. 1. There are still other mechanisms (Niño and Garcia,
1998) whose effects on sediment diffusivity have to be even-
tually evaluated, because a better understanding of sediment
diffusivity and the various factors it depends on will eventu-
ally help us to ascertain the suspended load in rivers/streams
more accurately. At the end of the day, the interaction be-
tween suspended sediment and the ambient fluid is highly
non-linear and will require further exploration to reveal more
of its secrets.
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